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Abstract Let S be a compact surface of genus > 1, and g be a metric on S of
constant curvature K ∈ {−1, 0, 1} with conical singularities of negative singular curvature. When K = 1 we add the condition that the lengths of the contractible geodesics
are > 2π . We prove that there exists a convex polyhedral surface P in the Lorentzian
space-form of curvature K and a group G of isometries of this space such that the
induced metric on the quotient P/G is isometric to (S, g). Moreover, the pair (P, G)
is unique (up to global isometries) among a particular class of convex polyhedra,
namely Fuchsian polyhedra. This extends theorems of Alexandrov and Rivin–Hodgson
(Rec Math [Mat Sbornik] NS 11(53):15–65, 1942; Invent Math 111(1):77–111, 1993)
concerning the sphere to the higher genus cases, and it is also the polyhedral version
of a theorem of Labourie and Schlenker (Math Ann 316(3):465–483, 2000).
Mathematics Subject Classification (2000)

52B70 (52A15, 53C24, 53C45)

1 Definitions and statements
In Sect. 1.1 we recall standard definitions and results. The main result and original
definitions of the paper are stated in Sect. 1.2.
1.1 Metrics with conical singularities and convex polyhedra
Let M K− be the Lorentzian space-form of dimension 3 with constant curvature K ,
−
K ∈ {−1, 0, 1}: M0− is the Minkowski space, M1− is the de Sitter space and M−1
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is the anti-de Sitter space. A convex polyhedron is an intersection of half-spaces of
M K− . The number of half-spaces may be infinite, but the intersection is asked to be
locally finite: each face must be a polygon with a finite number of vertices, and the
number of edges at each vertex must be finite. A polyhedron is a connected union of
convex polyhedra. A polyhedral surface is the boundary of a polyhedron and a convex
polyhedral surface is the boundary of a convex polyhedron. A convex (polyhedral)
cone in M K− is a convex polyhedral surface with only one vertex. In the de Sitter
case, we will call polyhedral surface of hyperbolic type a polyhedral surface dual of
a hyperbolic polyhedral surface (the definition of duality is recalled in Sect. 2). The
sum of the angles between the edges on the faces of a space-like convex cone in M K−
(of hyperbolic type for M1− ) is strictly greater than 2π .
A metric of curvature K with conical singularities of negative singular curvature
on a compact surface S is a (Riemannian) metric of constant curvature K on S minus n
points (x1 , . . . , xn ) such that the neighbourhood of each xi is isometric to the induced
metric on the neighbourhood of the vertex of a convex cone in M K− . The xi are called
the singular points. By definition the set of singular points is discrete, hence finite
since the surface is compact. The angle αi around a singular point xi is the cone-angle
at this point and the value (2π − αi ) is the singular curvature at xi .
Let P be a convex polyhedral surface in M1− of hyperbolic type homeomorphic
to the sphere (note that the de Sitter space is not contractible). The induced metric
on P is isometric to a spherical metric with conical singularities of negative singular
curvature on the sphere. Moreover the lengths of the closed geodesics for this metric
are > 2π , see [22]. The following theorem says that all the metrics of this kind can
be obtained by such polyhedral surfaces:
Theorem 1 [22] Each spherical metric on the sphere with conical singularities of
negative singular curvature such that the lengths of its closed geodesics are > 2π can
be isometrically embedded in the de Sitter space as a unique (up to global isometries)
convex polyhedral surface of hyperbolic type homeomorphic to the sphere.
This result was extended to the cases where P is not of hyperbolic type in [28,30]
(actually the results contained in these references cover larger classes of metrics on
the sphere). It is an extension to negative singular curvature of a famous theorem
of Alexandrov. We denote by M K+ the Riemannian space-form of dimension 3 with
constant curvature K . A conical singularity with positive singular curvature is a point
which has a neighbourhood isometric to the induced metric on the neighbourhood of
the vertex of a convex cone in M K+ . The sum of the angles between the edges on the
faces of a convex cone in M K+ is strictly between 0 and 2π .
Theorem 2 [1,2] Each metric of curvature K on the sphere with conical singularities
of positive singular curvature can be isometrically embedded in M K+ as (the boundary
of) a unique (up to global isometries) convex compact polyhedron.
By the Gauss–Bonnet formula, we know that there does not exist other constant
curvature metrics with conical singularities of constant sign singular curvature on the
sphere than the ones described in Theorems 1 and 2. In the present paper we extend
these results to the cases of surfaces of higher genus (actually > 1).
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1.2 Fuchsian polyhedra
An invariant polyhedral surface is a pair (P, F), where P is a polyhedral surface
in M K− and F is a discrete group of isometries of M K− such that F(P) = P and F
acts freely on P. The group F is called the acting group. If there exists an invariant
polyhedral surface (P, F) in M K− such that the induced metric on P/F is isometric to
a metric h on a surface S, we say that P realises the metric h (the singular points of
h will correspond to the vertices of P, and F will be isomorphic to the fundamental
group of S). For example, if S is the sphere the acting group is the trivial one.
−
We denote by Isom+
+ (M K ) the group of orientation preserving and time orientation
preserving isometries of M K− . We call a Fuchsian group of M K− a discrete subgroup
−
of Isom+
+ (M K ) fixing a point c K and acting freely cocompactly on the time-like units
vectors at c K . Such a group also leaves invariant and acts freely cocompactly on all
the surfaces in the future-cone of c K which are at constant distance from c K . These
surfaces have the properties to be space-like, strictly convex, umbilical and complete.
The induced metric on exactly one of these surfaces, denoted by O K , is hyperbolic.
A Fuchsian polyhedron of M K− is an invariant polyhedral surface (P, F) where P is
a polyhedral surface contained in the future-cone of c K and F is a Fuchsian group
of M K− . In this paper we assume moreover that a Fuchsian polyhedron is space-like.
Example of Fuchsian polyhedra are given in the proof of Lemma 17.
Theorem A Let S be a compact surface of genus > 1.
(1) A spherical metric with conical singularities of negative singular curvature on S
such that the lengths of its closed contractible geodesics are > 2π is realised by
a unique (up to global isometries) convex Fuchsian polyhedron in the de Sitter
space.
(2) A flat metric with conical singularities of negative singular curvature on S is
realised by a unique (up to global isometries) convex Fuchsian polyhedron in the
Minkowski space.
(3) A hyperbolic metric with conical singularities of negative singular curvature on
S is realised by a unique (up to global isometries) convex Fuchsian polyhedron
in the anti-de Sitter space.
In the statements above, uniqueness must be understood as the uniqueness among
the class of convex polyhedra described in the statements. Otherwise the statements
are false. It is clear if the polyhedra are not required to be convex, and it should be easy
to construct other examples of invariant (convex) polyhedra realising the described
metrics on S. The necessity of the condition on the lengths of the geodesics in the
spherical case will be explained in Sect. 2.
The part (1) of Theorem A was already done in [32, thm 4.22]. The other parts are
new from what I know. The part (2) of Theorem A answers a question asked in [35].
The analog of Theorem A for smooth metrics was proved in [17].
1.3 Outline of the proof: organisation of the paper
Actually the general outline of the proof is very classical, starting from Alexandrov’s
work, and very close to the one used in [10]. Roughly speaking, the idea is to endow
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with suitable topology both the space of convex Fuchsian polyhedra of M K− and the
space of corresponding metrics, and to show that the map from one to the other given
by the induced metric is a homeomorphism.
The difficult steps are (always) to show local injectivity and properness of the maps
“induced metric”. The local injectivity is equivalent to statements about infinitesimal
rigidity of convex Fuchsian polyhedra. The Minkowski case is already known and the
others cases will follow by the use of the so-called infinitesimal Pogorelov maps.
In the remainder of this section we present some consequences and possible extensions of Theorem A—note that the theorems proved in this paper are labeled with
letters instead of numbers.
In the following section we present “projective models” of the space-forms and
describe the shape of convex Fuchsian polyhedra. We also recall some facts about
Teichmüller space which will be used in the sequel. Section 3 is devoted to the proof
of the infinitesimal rigidity of convex Fuchsian polyhedra among convex Fuchsian
polyhedra. Section 4.1 studies the topologies of the spaces of polyhedra, Sect. 4.2
studies the ones of the spaces of metrics, and Sect. 4.3 gives a sketch of the proof of
Theorem A. Finally, we prove in Sect. 5 the properness of the maps “induced metric”,
that was the last thing to check according to the sketch of the preceding section.
1.4 Fuchsian polyhedra in hyperbolic space: towards a general result
In the hyperbolic space a Fuchsian polyhedron is a polyhedral surface invariant under
the action of a Fuchsian group of hyperbolic space H3 . A Fuchsian group of hyperbolic space is a discrete group of orientation-preserving isometries leaving globally
invariant a totally geodesic surface, denoted by PH2 , on which it acts cocompactly and
without fixed points. In [10] it is proved that:
Theorem 3 A hyperbolic metric with conical singularities of positive singular curvature on a compact surface S of genus > 1 is realised by a unique (up to global
isometries) convex Fuchsian polyhedron in hyperbolic space.
By the Gauss–Bonnet formula, we know that there does not exist other constant curvature metrics with conical singularities of constant sign singular curvature on surfaces
of genus > 1 than the ones described in Theorems A and 3.
A parabolic polyhedron is a polyhedral surface of hyperbolic or de Sitter space
invariant under the action of a group of isometries acting freely cocompactly on a horosphere. Convex parabolic polyhedra provide constant curvature metrics with conical
singularities with constant sign singular curvature on the torus. We think that every
such metric is realised by a unique convex parabolic polyhedron. The hyperbolic case
is done in [8]. For all genus the hyperbolic results were extended to metrics with cusps
and complete ends of infinite area in [11].
If the parabolic de Sitter case is done, that would answer the following question.
Let S be a compact surface with fundamental group Γ .
Question 1 Can each constant curvature K metric with conical singularities with
constant sign singular curvature  ∈ {−, +} on S be realised in M K by a unique
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(up to global isometries) convex polyhedral surface invariant under the action of a
representation of Γ in a group of isometries acting freely cocompactly on a totally
umbilic surface? (with a condition on the lengths of contractible geodesics in the cases
K = 1,  = −).
1.5 Andreev’s theorem
Theorem 1 can be seen as a generalisation of the famous Andreev’s Theorem about
compact hyperbolic polyhedra with acute dihedral angles [3,23]. It is proved in [13]
and it seems that the genus does not intervene in this proof. It follows that the part
(1) of Theorem A would be seen as a generalisation of the Andreev’s Theorem for
surfaces of genus > 1.
1.6 Dual statements
Using the duality between hyperbolic space and de Sitter space (see Sect. 2.3), part
(1) of Theorem A can be reformulated as a purely hyperbolic statement:
Theorem B Let S be a compact surface of genus > 1 with a spherical metric h with
conical singularities of negative singular curvature such that its closed contractible
geodesics have lengths > 2π .
There exists a unique (up to global isometries) convex Fuchsian polyhedron in the
hyperbolic space such that its dual metric is isometric to h (up to a quotient).
We could make the same statement in the anti-de Sitter case, which is its own dual.
1.7 Hyperbolic manifolds with polyhedral boundary
Take a convex Fuchsian polyhedron (P, F) of the hyperbolic space and consider the
Fuchsian polyhedron (P  , F) obtained by a symmetry relative to the plane PH2 (the
one fixed by the Fuchsian group action). Next cut the hyperbolic space along P and
P  , and keep the component bounded by P and P  . The quotient of this manifold by
the acting group F is a kind of hyperbolic manifold called Fuchsian manifold (with
convex polyhedral boundary): they are compact hyperbolic manifolds with convex
boundary with an isometric involution fixing a hyperbolic surface (the symmetry relative to PH2 /F). All the Fuchsian manifolds can be obtained in this way: the lifting to
the universal covers of the canonical embedding of a component of the boundary in the
Fuchsian manifold gives a Fuchsian polyhedron of the hyperbolic space. Theorem B
says exactly that for a choice of a (certain kind of) spherical metric g on the boundary,
there exists a unique hyperbolic metric on the Fuchsian manifold such that the dual
metric of the induced metric of the boundary is isometric to g:
Theorem C The hyperbolic metric on a Fuchsian manifold with convex polyhedral
boundary is uniquely determined by the dual metric of its boundary.
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This can be generalised as the following question. Let M be a compact connected
manifold with boundary ∂ M of dimension 3, which admits a complete hyperbolic
convex cocompact metric. We know that the dual metric of the induced metric on ∂ M
is a spherical metric with conical singularities of negative singular curvature such that
the lengths of its closed contractible geodesics are > 2π .
Question 2 Is each such dual metric on ∂ M induced on ∂ M by a unique (up to
isometries) hyperbolic metric on M?
Theorem 1 is a positive answer to this question in the case where M is the ball.
The analogous of Question 2 for the induced metric on the boundary is stated in [10],
and the Fuchsian particular case corresponds to Theorem 3. Both questions in the case
where the boundary is smooth and strictly convex have been positively answered in
[34].
It is also possible to do analogous statements for “anti-de Sitter manifolds with
convex boundary”, related to so-called maximal globally hyperbolic anti-de Sitter
manifolds, see e.g. [20,31]. The part (3) of Theorem A would describe a particular
case of this statement.
1.8 Convention
In all the paper, we call length of a time-like geodesic the imaginary part of the
“distance” between the endpoints of the geodesic. We will also call distance between
two points joined by a time-like geodesic the length (in the sense we have just defined)
of the geodesic. It follows that distances and lengths will be real numbers. In this mind,
for a time-like vector X , we denote the modulus of its “norm” by X  instead of | X  |.
2 Backgrounds
2.1 Projective models
For this subsection and next, details can be found in [22,28,30]. The notation Rnp
means Rn endowed with a non-degenerate bilinear form of signature (n − p, p)—
read (+, −). In particular we denoted R31 as M0− . The “norm” associated to Rnp is
denoted by . p . Recall that Riemannian and Lorentzian space-forms can be seen as
pseudo-spheres in flat spaces:


H3 = x ∈ R41 | x21 = −1, x4 > 0 ,


M1− = x ∈ R41 | x21 = 1 ,


−
M−1
= x ∈ R42 | x22 = −1
(note that the negative directions are always the last ones).
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Fig. 1 Klein projective model
of hyperbolic and de Sitter
spaces

In each M K− we choose the following particular point c K :
c1 = (1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ R41 ,

c0 = (0, 0, 0) ∈ M0− ,

c−1 = (0, 0, 0, 1) ∈ R42 .
With this definition of c1 , for example, the hyperbolic surface O1 is√given by the
intersection in R41 of the pseudo-sphere M1− and the hyperplane {x1 = 2}. We will
denote by Ω K the future-cone of the point c K in M K− for K = 0, 1. For K = −1, we
denote by Ω−1 the intersection of the future-cone of c−1 with {x4 ≥ 0}.
The Klein projective models of the hyperbolic and de Sitter spaces are the images of
both spaces under a projective map given by the projection from the origin of R41 onto
the hyperplane {x4 = 1}: x → x/x4 (the hyperplane {x4 = 1} is naturally endowed
with a Euclidean structure in R41 ). The hyperbolic space is sent to the open unit ball and
the de Sitter space is sent to the exterior of the closed unit ball (actually, to have a diffeomorphism, we involve in this projection only the upper part of the de Sitter space given
by {x4 ≥ 0}, but this is not restrictive anyway because all the surfaces we will consider
will be contained in Ω1 , itself contained in the upper part of the de Sitter space). The
projective map sends the point c1 to infinity, and Ω1 is sent to an infinite cylinder with
basis a unit disc centered at the origin, and this disc corresponds to the hyperbolic
plane dual to c1 (see below), denoted by PH2 . We denote by H3+ the intersection of
the hyperbolic space with the half-plane defined by PH2 and containing c1 . In this
model O1 (as well as all surfaces in Ω1 at constant distance from c1 ) is a half-ellipsoid
with same boundary as PH2 , i.e. the horizontal unit circle, see Fig. 1. The boundary
at infinity of both hyperbolic and de Sitter space in this model is the unit sphere.
Using the projection onto the hyperplane {x1 = 1} (naturally isometric to M0− ), we
can define another projective model for both hyperbolic and de Sitter spaces, called
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Fig. 2 Minkowski projective models for hyperbolic and de Sitter space (left) and for anti-de Sitter space
(center). On the right is the second Minkowski projective model for anti-de Sitter space

Minkowski projective model. In this model, H3+ is sent to the interior of the (unitary)
upper branch of the two-sheeted hyperboloid and PH2 is sent to infinity. The image
of (a part of) the de Sitter space lies between the light-cone and this upper branch.
The point c1 is sent to the origin and Ω1 is sent to the complementary in Ω0 of the
interior of the upper branch of the (unitary) two-sheeted hyperboloid, see Fig. 2 left.
We denote by ϕ1 this map. The boundary at infinity of both hyperbolic and de Sitter
space in this model is the upper branch of the two-sheeted hyperboloid.
There exists also a Minkowski projective model for the anti-de Sitter space, using
the projection onto the hyperplane {x4 = 1}. The anti-de Sitter space is sent to the
interior of the (unitary) one-sheeted hyperboloid, which is the boundary at infinity of
anti-de Sitter space in this model. The point c−1 is sent to the origin, Ω−1 is sent to
Ω0 and O−1 is sent to infinity, see Fig. 2 center. We denote by ϕ−1 this map.
For the anti-de Sitter space, there exists another projection onto Minkowski space,
that we will call second Minkowski projective model. It suffices to project onto {x3 = 1}
instead of {x4 = 1}. Then c−1 is sent to infinity, O−1 is sent to the horizontal disc,
and surfaces at constant distance from c−1 are sent to half-ellipsoids with boundary
the unit circle in the horizontal plane and Ω−1 corresponds to the interior of the halfcylinder above O−1 , see Fig. 2 right. The future-cone of c−1 is the interior of the whole
cylinder. The boundary at infinity is still the one-sheeted hyperboloid.
All these projective maps send geodesics onto geodesics, and hence convex sets
onto convex sets. In the projective models of de Sitter space, the geodesics are spacelike if they do not meet the boundary at infinity, light-like if they are tangent to the
boundary at infinity and time-like if they meet the boundary at infinity. In the projective
models of anti-de Sitter space, the geodesics are space-like if they meet the boundary
at infinity, light-like if they are tangent to the boundary at infinity and time-like if
they do not meet the boundary at infinity. Hence it is easy to draw convex space-like
polyhedral surfaces in these models.
2.2 Description of Fuchsian polyhedra
By definition, the vertices of a convex Fuchsian polyhedron are the union of finitely
many orbits of points lying on surfaces at constant distance from c K , and, for K = 0, 1,
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these surfaces lie inside Ω K . Moreover, for K = 0, 1, c K is in the concave side of
such surfaces, then c K is also in the concave part of the convex Fuchsian polyhedra.
Lemma 1 Up to an isometry, a convex Fuchsian polyhedron in the anti-de Sitter space
lies between c−1 and O−1 , i.e. it is contained in Ω−1 , and c−1 is in its concave part.
Proof In the second Minkowski projective model, the vertices of the convex Fuchsian
polyhedron are lying on half-ellipsoids having same boundary as the horizontal unit
circle, which represents O−1 . By convexity, all these half-ellipsoids must be on the
same side of O−1 , and up to an isometry, the side is chosen to be the one containing
c−1 .
As O K is at constant distance from c K , the time-like geodesics from c K are orthogonal to O K , then they define an orthogonal projection of the future-cone of c K onto
O K that will be denoted by p K . Moreover
Lemma 2 The maps p K are homeomorphisms between each convex Fuchsian
polyhedron P and O K .
Proof We will prove it in the de Sitter case, the others cases follow immediately
using the projective maps. In the Klein projective model, p1 corresponds to the vertical projection, and then the orthogonal projection of P onto the horizontal plane is
one-to-one, as the convex hull of P is the union of P and of the closed unit disc of
the horizontal plane. It follows that this horizontal projection is a homeomorphism.
Moreover, as O1 is a convex cap, its orthogonal projection onto the horizontal plane
is a homeomorphisms. And it suffices to compose these projections to get p1 .
Lemma 3 A convex polyhedral surface contained in Ω0 or Ω−1 and invariant under
the action of a Fuchsian group is a convex Fuchsian polyhedron, i.e. it has space-like
faces and space-like edges.
Proof We will prove that the faces are space-like, that will imply that the edges are
space-like, as they lie in space-like planes. Suppose that the polyhedral surface has
a non-space-like face H . We denote by S(x) the surface at constant distance from
c K which contains a vertex x belonging to H . The images of x by the action of the
Fuchsian group F are all lying on S(x). Moreover, up to multiply the metric by a
constant, the induced metric on S(x) is hyperbolic, and by cocompactness the limit
set of F corresponds to the entire boundary at infinity of S(x).
For the anti-de Sitter case, it is easy to see (in particular in the second Klein projective model) that a non-space-like plane meeting S(x) separates its boundary at infinity
in two components, each one containing an infinite number of points. By convexity,
all the images of x under the action of F must stay in the same side of H , that is
impossible as all the points of the boundary at infinity must be reached.
Let consider now the Minkowski case. If H belongs to a time-like affine hyperplane, we can use the same argument as above. Things are more subtle if H belongs
to a light-like affine hyperplane. In this case its intersection with S(x) is a horocycle,
it follows that all the images of x by the action of F must be “outside” the horocycle
(i.e. in its non-convex part in the Klein projective model). To get a contradiction with
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the convexity, it is enough to show that if (xk )k is a sequence such that xk := f k x,
f k ∈ F, converging to the “center” of the horocycle on the boundary at infinity, then
the sequence must meet the “inner part” of the horocycle (i.e. its convex part in the
Klein projective model). But this is a well-known fact of the geometry of the hyperbolic
plane, as F is a cocompact group containing only hyperbolic isometries.
Such a property is false in the de Sitter case. The fact is that ϕ1 is not a bijection
from Ω1 to Ω0 . Or equivalently, if G is a geodesic plane and S is a surface of Ω1 at
constant distance from c1 , the intersection of S and G can be a circle (i.e. G does not
meet the boundary at infinity of S) and G can be not space-like, that is impossible in
Minkowski and anti-de Sitter cases.
Lemma 4 The projective map ϕ−1 (resp. ϕ1 ) sends convex Fuchsian polyhedra to
convex Fuchsian polyhedra.
Proof We already know that ϕ−1 (resp. ϕ1 ) sends convex polyhedral surfaces contained in Ω−1 (resp. Ω1 ) to convex polyhedral surfaces of Ω0 . We will see that they
also act on the representations of Γ . This, together with Lemma 3, will prove the
statement.
−
We denote by Isomc1 (M1− ) the subgroup of Isom+
+ (M1 ) which fix the point c1 .
−
−
The fact is that: the projective map ϕ : M1 −→ M0 induces an isomorphism G :
Isomc1 (M1− ) −→ Isomc0 (M0− ) which commutes with the projective map, that is, if
f ∈ Isomc1 (M1− ), then
ϕ( f (x)) = G( f )(ϕ(x)).
−
The projective map from M−1
to M0− has the same property. Now we prove this fact.
In the definition of ϕ1 , the Minkowski space M0− is seen as the intersection of R41
with the hyperplane {x1 = 1}. It allows us to extend the isometries of the Minkowski
space of dimension 3: an isometry of M0− sending x to y can be extended to an isometry
of R41 which sends the point (t, t x) to the point (t, t y). Furthermore, these isometries
of R41 preserve the de Sitter space: there restrictions to the hyperboloid are isometries of the de Sitter space. It follows that the isometries of M0− which fix the origin
correspond to isometries of de Sitter space which fix the point c1 .
It is the same thing in the anti-de Sitter case, isometries which send x to y are
extended to isometries sending (t x, t) to (t y, t). The properties of commutations are
then obvious. And by construction, a cocompact group is sent to a cocompact group.

Lemma 5 Each convex Fuchsian polyhedron of M K− , K ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, stays out of the
light-cone of its vertices.
Proof Let (P, F) be a convex Fuchsian polyhedron and x a vertex of P. As c K belongs
to the concave part of P, it is clear that the part of the light-cone of x such that its
interior contains c K never meets P. We denote by C(x) the other part of the light-cone,
namely the one bounding the future-cone of x. The orbit of x under the action of F
lies on a surface S(x) at constant distance from c K . Suppose that a point y of P meets
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C(x). The point y lies on a space-like plane H , H containing a face of P. In de Sitter
and Minkowski cases, it is not hard to see that the intersection of H with S(x) is a
circle, splitting S(x) into a compact and a non-compact part. In anti-de Sitter case,
the intersection of S(x) with a space-like plane can be different from a circle, but as
here the plane contains a face of a Fuchsian polyhedron, the intersection must be a
circle (the argument is the same as the proof of Lemma 3 for the Minkowski case,
depending on how the plane meets the boundary at infinity of S(x)). Moreover the
light-cone of y has a common direction with C(x), and this implies that x lies in the
compact part. It follows by convexity that the orbit of x remains in this compact part,
that is impossible.
2.3 Duality
There exists a well-known duality between hyperbolic space and de Sitter space [6,22,
24,28,37,38]. It corresponds in the Klein projective model to the classical projective
duality with respect to the light-cone (i.e. the unit sphere in the Euclidean space). In
R41 , the dual of a unit vector (a point on a pseudosphere) is its orthogonal hyperplane
and the dual of a plane is its orthogonal plane. It follows that the dual of a face is
a vertex, the dual of a vertex is a face and the dual of an edge is an edge, the dual
of a convex polyhedral surface is a convex polyhedral surface, and the duality is an
involution.
The dual of a convex polyhedral surface of the hyperbolic space is a space-like
convex polyhedral surface of the de Sitter space. Polyhedral surface of the de Sitter
space obtained by this way are called polyhedral surfaces of hyperbolic type. There
exists (space-like convex) polyhedral surfaces in the de Sitter space which are not of
hyperbolic type (their dual is not contained in the hyperbolic space), see [30].
Lemma 6 A convex Fuchsian polyhedron of the de Sitter space is of hyperbolic type.
Proof Using a projective description of the duality in term of cross-ratio, it is easy
to check that the dual of a surface in Ω1 at constant distance from c1 is a hyperbolic
surface at constant distance from the hyperbolic plane dual to c1 [29]. As a convex
Fuchsian polyhedron lies between two surfaces at constant distance from c1 , it follows
that its dual lies between two hyperbolic surfaces, then it lies entirely in the hyperbolic
space.
And the lengths of the closed geodesics for the induced metric on a convex polyhedral surface of hyperbolic type are > 2π [22], that explains the additional condition
in the part (1) of Theorem A.
Note that the proof of this Lemma also says that the dual of a convex Fuchsian
polyhedron of the hyperbolic space is contained inside the future-cone of c1 .
Lemma 7 The dual of a convex Fuchsian polyhedron is a convex Fuchsian polyhedron.
Proof A Fuchsian polyhedron in the hyperbolic space is invariant under the action
of a group F of isometries which leaves invariant PH2 , and this one is given by the
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intersection of the hyperbolic space with a time-like hyperplane V in R41 . The group
F is given by orientation preserving and time orientation preserving isometries of
Minkowski space leaving invariant V . These isometries also fix the unit space-like
vector v normal to V (which corresponds to the point c1 of the de Sitter space), and
they also fix the de Sitter space. Moreover these isometries act cocompactly on all the
hyperplanes orthogonal to V , in particular the one which defines O1 . It follows that
the restrictions of these isometries to the de Sitter space are Fuchsian isometries. The
converse holds in the same manner.
Moreover, the dual metric of a convex polyhedral surface in hyperbolic space is
isometric to the metric induced on its dual [5,22], that explains Theorem B.

2.4 Teichmüller space
2.4.1 Z–V–C coordinates for Teichmüller space
For more details about Z–V–C coordinates (Z–V–C stands for Zieschang–
Vogt–Coldewey, [45]) we refer to [4, 6.7].
Definition 1 Let g ≥ 2. A (geodesically convex) polygon of the hyperbolic plane
with edges (in the direct order) b1 , b2 , b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , . . . , b2g and with interior angles
θ1 , θ 1 , . . . , θ2g , θ 2g is called (normal) canonical if, with l(c) the length of the geodesic
c,
i) l(bk ) = l(bk ), ∀k;
ii) θ1 + · · · + θ 2g = 2π ;
iii) θ1 + θ2 = θ 1 + θ2 = π .


Two canonical polygons P and P  with edges b1 , . . . , b2g and b1 , . . . , b2g are said
equivalent if there exists an isometry from P to P  such that the edge b1 is sent to the
edge b1 and b2 is sent to b2 .
If we identify the edges bi with the edges bi , we get a compact hyperbolic surface
of genus g. This surface could also be written H2 /F, where F is the sub-group of
PSL(2, R) = Isom+ (H2 ) generated by the translations along the edges bi (the translation length is the length of bi ). The interior of the polygon is a fundamental domain
for the action of F. This leads to a description of the Teichmüller space Tg :
Proposition 1 [4, 6.7.7] Let Pg be the set of equivalence classes of canonical polygons.
An element of Pg is described by the (6g − 6) real numbers (the Z–V–C coordinates):
(b3 , . . . , b2g , θ3 , θ 3 , . . . , θ2g , θ 2g ).
Endowed with this topology, Pg is in analytic bijection with Tg .
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2.4.2 Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates for Teichmüller space
A compact hyperbolic surface S of genus g can be described as a gluing of pants.
Such a gluing leads to the choice of (6g − 6) real numbers: the lengths of the geodesics along which we glue the pants and the angles of the twists. These numbers (the
Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates) describe the Teichmüller space of S [4].
We denote by l(x) the length of the curve x. It is possible to compute the twist
parameters knowing the lengths of certain geodesics:
Proposition 2 [4, 3.3.12] Let γ be the geodesic along which are glued two pants. We
denote by δ the geodesic along which we can cut the X -piece to get the other pant
decomposition than the one given by γ .
We do a twist with parameter α around γ , and we denote by δ α the geodesic which
is in the homotopy class of the image of δ by the twist. Then there exists real analytic
functions of l(γ ) u and v (v > 0) such that

cosh


1 α
l(δ ) = u + v cosh(αl(γ )).
2

(1)

Let (Sk , h k )k be a sequence of (equivalence classes) of hyperbolic surfaces in the
Teichmüller space of S. The metric on S is h 0 . We denote by f k a homeomorphism
between S and Sk , and by Lh k (γ ) the length of the geodesic corresponding to the
element ( f k )∗ (γ ) of the fundamental group of Sk (γ ∈ π1 (S)) for the metric h k .
Lemma 8 If there exists a constant c > 0 such that, for all γ ∈ π1 (S), Lh k (γ ) ≥
1
c Lh 0 (γ ), then (h k )k converges (up to extract a subsequence).
Proof We will prove that in this case (h k )k is contained inside a compact of the
Teichmüller space using the Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates. First, the lengths of the
geodesics along which we cut up to obtain the pants are bounded from above: if not,
because of the Gauss–Bonnet Formula, it would exist another geodesic with decreasing length (otherwise the area of the surface may become arbitrary large), that is
impossible as the lengths are bounded from below.
It remains to check that the twist parameters are bounded. Take a geodesic γ along
which a twist is done. We suppose now that the twist parameter αk associated to γ
becomes arbitrary large (up to consider a k sufficiently large and up to extract a subsequence, in regard of the considerations above we can suppose that the length of γ
does not change). We look at the geodesic δ defined as in Proposition 2 for the metric
h k . If now we do the twists in the counter order to go from h k to h 0 (i.e. we do twists
with parameters −αk ), then by (1), Lh 0 (δ) is arbitrariness larger than Lh k (δ).
2.4.3 Geodesic lengths coordinates for Teichmüller space
With the same notations than above, here is a result that can be found e.g. as [40,
Exposé 7, Proposition 5]:
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Lemma 9 There exists a finite number of elements (γ1 , . . . , γn ) of the fundamental
group of S such that, if for all i Lh k (γi ) is uniformly bounded from above, then (h k )k
converges (up to extract a subsequence).
3 Fuchsian infinitesimal rigidity
3.1 Fuchsian polyhedral embeddings
To define the “Fuchsian infinitesimal rigidity” we need to describe Fuchsian polyhedra
as polyhedral embeddings.
Definition 2 A (space-like) polyhedral embedding of a surface S into M K− is a cellulation of S together with a homeomorphism from S to a (space-like) polyhedral surface
of M K− , sending polygons of the cellulation to (space-like) geodesic polygons of M K− .
A Fuchsian polyhedral embedding in M K− is a triple (S, φ, ρ), where
– S is a compact surface of genus > 1,
– φ is a polyhedral embedding of the universal cover 
S of S into M K− ,
−
– ρ is a representation of the fundamental group Γ of S into Isom+
+ (M K ),
such that φ is equivariant under the action of Γ :
∀γ ∈ Γ, ∀x ∈ 
S, φ(γ x) = ρ(γ )φ(x),
and ρ(Γ ) is Fuchsian.
The number of vertices of the Fuchsian polyhedral embedding is the number of
vertices of the cellulation of S.
The Fuchsian polyhedral embedding is convex if its image is a convex polyhedral
surface of M K− .
We consider the Fuchsian polyhedral embeddings up to homeomorphisms and up to
global isometries: (S1 , ϕ1 , ρ1 ) and (S2 , ϕ2 , ρ2 ) are equivalent if there exists a homeoh of h to
morphism h between S1 and S2 and an isometry I of M K− such that, for a lift 

S1 we have
ϕ2 ◦ 
h = I ◦ ϕ1 .

(2)

As two lifts of h only differ by conjugation by elements of Γ , using the equivariance
property of the embedding, it is easy to check that the definition of the equivalence
relation does not depend on the choice of the lift.
Definition 3 The genus of a Fuchsian group F of M K− is the genus of the quotient of
O K by the restriction of F to it.
The genus of a Fuchsian polyhedron (P, F) is the genus of F.
The number of vertices of a Fuchsian polyhedron (P, F) is the number of vertices
of P in a fundamental domain for the action of F.
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As S is a compact surface of genus g > 1, it can be endowed with hyperbolic metrics,
and each of them provides a cocompact representation of Γ in the group of orientation-preserving isometries of O K . The images of such representations are usually
called Fuchsian groups (as O K is isometric to H2 ), that explains the terminology used.
Using the orthogonal projection p K to extend the action of a Fuchsian group of the
hyperplane O K to the entire future-cone of c K , it is easy to check that (as done in
[10]):
Lemma 10 There is a bijection between the cocompact representations of the fundamental group of S in Isom+ (H2 ) and the Fuchsian groups of M K− of genus g.
It follows that there is a bijection between the convex Fuchsian polyhedra of genus
g with n vertices and the convex Fuchsian polyhedral embeddings with n vertices of
a compact surface of genus g.
3.2 Fuchsian deformations
Let (S, φ, ρ) be a convex polyhedral Fuchsian embedding in M K− and let (φt )t be a
path of convex polyhedral embeddings of 
S in M K− , such that:
– φ0 = φ,
– the induced metric is preserved at the first order at t = 0,
−
– there are representations ρt of Γ = π1 (S) into Isom+
+ (M K )
such that
φt (γ x) = ρt (γ )φt (x)
and each ρt (Γ ) is Fuchsian.
We denote by
Z (φ(x)) :=

d
φt (x)|t=0 ∈ Tφ(x) M K−
dt

and
ρ̇(γ )(φ(x)) =

d
ρt (γ )(φ(x))|t=0 ∈ Tρ(γ )φ(x) M K− .
dt

The vector field Z has a property of equivariance under ρ(Γ ):
Z (ρ(γ )φ(x)) = ρ̇(γ )(φ(x)) + dρ(γ ).Z (φ(x)).
This can be written
Z (ρ(γ )φ(x)) = dρ(γ ).(dρ(γ )−1 ρ̇(γ )(φ(x)) + Z (φ(x)))

(3)

and dρ(γ )−1 ρ̇(γ ) is a Killing field of M K− , because it is the derivative of a path in
the group of isometries of M K− (we must multiply by dρ(γ )−1 , because ρ̇(γ ) is not
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a vector field). We denote this Killing field by ρ(γ ). Equation (3) can be written, if
y = φ(x),
Z (ρ(γ )y) = dρ(γ ).(ρ(γ ) + Z )(y).

(4)

An infinitesimal isometric deformation of a polyhedral surface consists of
– a triangulation of the polyhedral surface given by a triangulation of each face, such
that no new vertex arises,
– a Killing field on each face of the triangulation such that two Killing fields on two
adjacent triangles are equal on the common edge.
An infinitesimal isometric deformation is called trivial if it is the restriction to the
polyhedral surface of a global Killing field. If all the infinitesimal isometric deformations of a polyhedral surface are trivial, then the polyhedral surface is said to be
infinitesimally rigid.
A Fuchsian deformation is an infinitesimal isometric deformation Z on a Fuchsian
polyhedron which satisfies Eq. (4), where ρ(γ ) is a Fuchsian Killing field, that is a
Killing field of the hyperbolic plane O K extended to the future-cone of c K along the
geodesics orthogonal to O K . More precisely, for a point x ∈ Ω K , let d be the distance
between x and p K (x). We denote by p(d) the orthogonal projection onto O K of the
surface Sd which is at constant distance d from O K (passing through x). Note that
every such surface Sd is orthogonal to the geodesics orthogonal to O K , i.e. containing
c K . Then the Killing field L at p K (x) is extended as dp(d)−1 (L) at the point x. In
other words, a Fuchsian Killing field of M K− is a Killing field of M K− which restriction
to each surface Sd is a Killing field of Sd .
A Fuchsian polyhedron is Fuchsian infinitesimally rigid if all its Fuchsian deformations are trivial (i.e. are restriction to the Fuchsian polyhedron of Killing fields of
M K− ). We want to prove
Theorem D (1) Convex Fuchsian polyhedra in Minkowski space are Fuchsian infinitesimally rigid;
(2) Convex Fuchsian polyhedra in de Sitter space are Fuchsian infinitesimally rigid;
(3) Convex Fuchsian polyhedra in anti-de Sitter space are Fuchsian infinitesimally
rigid.
Part (1) of Theorem D is done in [35] (see [15, Thm B] for a partial result). We will
deduce the two other cases by using infinitesimal Pogorelov maps defined in the next
Subsection. The same method was used in the smooth case [17]. The key point will
be that these infinitesimal Pogorelov maps send Fuchsian deformations to Fuchsian
deformations.
Note that it is also possible to deduce Fuchsian infinitesimally rigidity in the hyperbolic case in the same way. Another proof in the hyperbolic case is given in [10].
And it is possible to go from the hyperbolic result to the Minkowski result as in the
converse way. It may also be possible to adapt the method used in [10] to the de Sitter
and anti-de Sitter case, but with more work as the fact to be in Lorentzian manifolds
does not allow to do exactly the same thing as in hyperbolic case.
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Note that it would be also possible to deduce de Sitter case from hyperbolic case
using an argument used in [11] for another type of equivariant polyhedra. The idea is
to go from hyperbolic polyhedra to de Sitter polyhedra by projective transformations.
3.3 Infinitesimal Pogorelov maps
The following construction is an adaptation of a map invented by Pogorelov [21],
which allows to transport infinitesimal deformation problems in a constant curvature
space to infinitesimal deformation problems in a flat space, see for example [17,26].
In these references, infinitesimal Pogorelov maps are introduced as the derivative of
a “global” Pogorelov map. A more direct (equivalent) definition was introduced in
[34]. We give an analogous definition here.
The radial direction at a point x ∈ Ω K is given by the derivative at x of the time-like
geodesic from c K to x. A lateral direction is a direction orthogonal to the radial one.
Note that the radial directions are orthogonal to the surfaces of Ω K at constant distance
from c K , and the lateral directions are then tangent to these surfaces. Moreover the
projective maps ϕ K sends radial directions to radial directions and lateral directions
to lateral directions.
The infinitesimal Pogorelov map from Ω K , K = −1, 1, to Minkowski space, is the
map from T Ω K to T Ω0 sending (x, Z ) to (ϕ K (x), Φ K (Z )), where Φ K (Z ) is defined
such that the radial component of Φ K (Z )(ϕ K (x)) has same direction and same norm
as Z r (x), the radial component of Z , and the lateral component of Φ K (Z )(ϕ K (x)) is
dx ϕ K (Z l ), where Z l is the lateral component of Z . In other words, if R is the radial
direction of M0− (recall the conventions in Sect. 1.8):
Φ K (Z )(ϕ K (x)) := dx ϕ K (Z l ) + Z r Ω K R(ϕ K (x)).
The infinitesimal Pogorelov map has the following remarkable property:
Lemma 11 (Fundamental property of the infinitesimal Pogorelov map) Let Z be a
vector field on Ω K , K ∈ {−1, 1}, then Z is a Killing field if and only if Φ K (Z ) is a
Killing field of Minkowski space.
As an infinitesimal isometric deformation of a polyhedral surface is the data of a
Killing field on each triangle of a triangulation, this lemma says that the image of
an infinitesimal isometric deformation of a polyhedral surface P by the infinitesimal
Pogorelov map is an infinitesimal isometric deformation of the image of P by the
projective map. And one is trivial when the other is.
The proof of Lemma 11 lies on the two following lemmas. We denote by S t the
surface of the Minkowski space at constant distance t from c0 and contained inside
its future cone Ω0 . We denote by it , iit respectively the induced metric on S t and its
second fundamental form.
Lemma 12 Let S(ν) be the surface in M1− at constant distance ν from c1 and contained in Ω1 . Then if t = tanh(ν) we have ϕ1 (Sν ) = S t . Moreover if iν and iiν are
respectively the induced metric on Sν and its second fundamental form, then
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iν = cosh2 (ν)it , iiν = cosh2 (ν)iit .
Proof Let x ∈ S(ν). Up to an isometry preserving c1 we can consider that the timelike geodesic between c1 and x is given by the plane spanned by the coordinates x1
and x4 . Then x1 = cosh(ν) and
x22 + x32 − x42 = 1 − cosh(ν)2 = − sinh2 (ν),


 x 2 x 3 x 4 2
1
sinh2 (ν)
2


(x
,
,
=
,
x
,
x
)
=
−
= − tanh2 (ν).
−
4
2
3
 x x x  −
M0
x12
cosh2 (ν)
1
1
1
M
0

If we denote by canH2 the induced metric on O1 , it follows that it = t 2 canH2 =
tanh2 (ν)canH2 , and it is easy to see that the induced metric on Sν is
iν = sinh2 (ν)canH2 .
The sectional curvature of Sν is −1/ sinh2 (ν), then its Gaussian curvature is
coth2 (ν), and as it is a totally umbilic surface we get
iiν = coth(ν)iν = cosh(ν) sinh(ν)canH2 .
In the same manner iit = tcanH2 = tanh(ν)canH2 .
−
Lemma 13 Let S(θ ) be the surface in M−1
at constant distance θ from c−1 and contained in Ω−1 . Then if t = tan(θ ) we have ϕ−1 (Sθ ) = S t . Moreover if iθ and iiθ are
respectively the induced metric on Sθ and its second fundamental form, then

iθ = cos2 (θ )it , iiθ = cos2 (θ )iit .
Proof Let x ∈ S(θ ). Up to an isometry preserving c−1 we can consider that the timelike geodesic between c−1 and x is given by the plane spanned by the coordinates x1
and x4 . Then x4 = cos(θ ) and
x12 + x22 − x32 = −1 + cos(θ )2 = sin2 (θ ),


 x 1 x 2 x 3 2
1
sin2 (θ )
2


(x
= tan2 (θ ).
,
,
=
,
x
,
x
)
=
−
1
2
3
 x x x  −
M0
cos2 (θ )
x42
4
4
4
M
0

If we denote by canH2 the induced metric on O−1 , it follows that it = t 2 canH2 =
tan2 (θ )canH2 , and it is easy to see that the induced metric on Sθ is iθ = sin2 (θ )canH2 .
The sectional curvature of Sθ is −1/ sin2 (θ ), then its Gaussian curvature is cot 2 (θ ),
and as it is a totally umbilic surface we get
iiθ = cot(θ )iθ = cos(θ ) sin(θ )canH2 .
In the same manner iit = tcanH2 = tan(θ )canH2 ,
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With this it is possible to prove that, if g K is the metric on Ω K and L is the Lie
derivative, X, Y tangent vectors and X  , Y  their images by the differential of the
projection, then
(Lv g1 )(X, Y ) = cosh2 (ν)(LΦ1 (v) g0 )(X  , Y  )
in the de Sitter case, and in the anti-de Sitter case:
(Lv g−1 )(X, Y ) = cos2 (θ )(LΦ−1 (v) g0 )(X  , Y  ).
This proves Lemma 11 because a Killing field Z for the metric g can be defined
by (L Z g)(x, y) = 0 for all x, y. The way to go from lemmas 12 and 13 to the two
equations above is word by word the same as used in [33,34]. These references deal
with infinitesimal Pogorelov map from respectively hyperbolic and de Sitter space to
Euclidean space. The only difference in our case (except the constant arising in the
equations above) is that the target space is the Minkowski space and not the Euclidean one, but this changes nothing, as the proof uses only definitions of Levi-Civita
connection, Lie derivative and second fundamental form, which are exactly the same
in Riemannian or Lorentzian geometry.
Remarks The fundamental property of infinitesimal Pogorelov maps is related to the
Darboux–Sauer Theorem, which says that the infinitesimal rigidity (for surfaces in
the Euclidean space) is a property which remains true under projective transformations. In the Riemannian case these results are contained inside a general statement
saying that each times that there is a map from a manifold to a flat manifold sending geodesics to geodesics then there exists a (unique) map of the associated tangent
bundles sending Killing fields to Killing fields [44] (this result should be checked for
pseudo-Riemannian context). Concerning the polyhedral surfaces, there exists a more
geometric way to define the infinitesimal Pogorelov maps [16,36].
Proof of parts (2) and (3) of Theorem D Now to prove parts (2) and (3) of Theorem D
from its part (1) it suffices to show that:
Lemma 14 The infinitesimal Pogorelov maps Φ1 and Φ−1 send Fuchsian deformations to Fuchsian deformations.
We first note that
Lemma 15 The infinitesimal Pogorelov maps Φ1 and Φ−1 send Fuchsian Killing
fields to Fuchsian Killing fields.
Proof By Lemma 11 we know that these maps send Killing fields to Killing fields.
Moreover, they send radial component to radial component, and a Fuchsian Killing
field is characterised by the fact that it has no radial component.
Proof of Lemma 14 A Fuchsian deformation Z verifies
Z (φ(γ x)) = dρ(γ )(ρ(γ ) + Z )(φ(x)),
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and, on one hand the infinitesimal Pogorelov maps sends Fuchsian Killing fields to
Fuchsian Killing fields, and on the other hand, considering the radial component or
applying the projection onto the lateral component are linear operations. These arguments and Lemma 4 suffice to prove this lemma, but here are the details.
We denote by r the radial direction of both M K− , K = −1, 1, by R the radial direction of M0− , by ϕ the projective map ϕ K and by Φ the infinitesimal Pogorelov map
Φ K , for K = 1 or K = −1. Recall that the proof of Lemma 4 gives the existence of
a morphism G between Isomc K (M K− ) and Isomc0 (M0− ) such that
ϕ(ρ(γ )(φ(x))) = G(ρ(γ ))(ϕ(φ(x))).
We start from
Φ(Z )(ϕ ◦ φ(γ x)) = dϕ(Z l )(φ(γ x)) + Z r (φ(γ x)) R(ϕ(φ(γ x))).
We first examine the first term of the right member of the equation above:
dϕ(Z l )(φ(γ x)) = dϕdρ(γ )(ρ l (γ ) + Z l )(φ(x))
= dG(ρ(γ ))dϕ(ρ l (γ ) + Z l )(ϕ ◦ φ(x)).
Afterwards we examine the second term of the right member:
Z r (φ(γ x)) R(ϕ(φ(γ x))) = dρ(γ )(Z r )(φ(x)) R(ϕ(ρ(γ )φ(x)))
= Z r (φ(x)) R(ϕ(ρ(γ )φ(x)))
= Z r  r (φ(x)) R(G(ρ(γ ))(ϕ ◦ φ(x)))
= Z r  R(G(ρ(γ ))(ϕ ◦ φ(x)))
= dG(ρ(γ ))(Z r  R(ϕ ◦ φ(x))).
And at the end, using both computations above, we have what we wanted:
Φ(Z )(ϕ ◦ φ(γ x)) = dG(ρ(γ ))(dϕ(ρ l (γ )) + dϕ(Z l ) + Z r  R)(ϕ ◦ φ(x))
= dG(ρ(γ ))(Φ(ρ(γ )) + Φ(Z ))(ϕ ◦ φ(x)).
Note that we used the fact that the Fuchsian isometries fix the point from which the
radial direction is defined to write:
R(G(ρ(γ ))(ϕ ◦ φ(x))) = dG(ρ(γ ))R(ϕ ◦ φ(x)).

We proved that a Fuchsian deformation in M K− is sent to a Fuchsian deformation
of M0− , K = −1 or 1. Actually the infinitesimal Pogorelov maps Φ K have inverses,
which are easy to define: they send the lateral component to its image by the inverse
of the projective map and they send the radial component to a radial vector having
the same norm. These inverses send Fuchsian deformations of the Minkowski space
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to Fuchsian deformations of M K− , K ∈ {−1, 1}, the proof is exactly the same as the
proof of the lemma above. But the inverse of the projective map from de Sitter space
to Minkowski space can send space-like polyhedral surfaces to non-space-like ones,
see below.
Appendix: hyperbolic-de Sitter Fuchsian polyhedra. One can define similarly an
infinitesimal Pogorelov map from the hyperbolic space to the Minkowski space. Recall
that ϕ1 is also a projective map from H3+ to M0− (Sect. 2.1). Actually the infinitesimal
Pogorelov map is also the same as for de Sitter space: the radial directions is defined
as the directions orthogonal to the surfaces at constant distance of PH2 .
We call HS-space the union of H3+ and Ω1 . It is easily described in the Klein projective model, see Fig. 1. In this picture radial directions of both spaces are the vertical
ones. A polyhedral surface of the HS-space is simply a Euclidean polyhedral surface
drawn in this model. The analog of Lemma 11 is proved similarly to the other cases,
using the analog of Lemmas 12 and 13:
Lemma 16 Let S(μ) be the surface in H3 at constant distance μ from PH2 and contained in H3+ . Then if t = cotanh(μ) we have ϕ1 (Sμ ) = S t . Moreover if iμ and iiμ are
respectively the induced metric on Sμ and its second fundamental form, then
iμ = sinh2 (μ)it , iiμ = sinh2 (μ)iit .
Proof Let x ∈ S(μ). We consider the geodesic between PH2 and x given by the plane
spanned by the coordinates x1 and x4 . Then x1 = sinh(μ) and
x22 + x32 − x42 = −1 − sinh2 (μ) = − cosh2 (μ),


 x 2 x 3 x 4 2
1
sinh2 (μ)
2
2


 x , x , x  − = x 2 (x2 , x3 , x4 ) M0− = cosh2 (μ) = cotanh (μ).
1
1
1
M
1
0

If we denote by canH2 the induced metric on PH2 , it follows that it = t 2 canH2 =
cotanh2 (θ )canH2 , and it is easy to see that the induced metric on S(μ) is iμ =
cosh2 (μ)canH2 .
The sectional curvature of Sμ is −1/ cosh2 (μ), then its Gaussian curvature is
tanh2 (μ), and as it is a totally umbilic surface we get
iiμ = tanh(μ)iμ = sinh(μ) cosh(μ)canH2 .
In the same manner iit = tcanH2 = cotanh(μ)canH2 ,
We can even define an infinitesimal Pogorelov map from HS-space to Minkowski
space by combining the ones from de Sitter and from hyperbolic space (a Killing field
of one of these spaces extends uniquely to the other are they all are restrictions of Killing fields of Minkowski space of dimension 4). The proof of Lemma 14 also extends,
as the radial directions are the sames. We can then define a Fuchsian polyhedron of
HS-space as a polyhedral surface of HS-space invariant under the action of a Fuchsian
group fixing c1 or, that is equivalent, acting on PH2 . Then part 1) of Theorem D gives
the Fuchsian infinitesimal rigidity of the convex Fuchsian polyhedra in HS-space.
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In the definition of the infinitesimal Pogorelov map from HS-space to Minkowski
space introduced here, the radial direction is orthogonal to the surfaces on which the
vertices of the Fuchsian polyhedra are lying. It is the reason why it is well adapted to
the study of Fuchsian polyhedra. For the infinitesimal Pogorelov map from HS-space
to Euclidean space, the radial direction is defined to be orthogonal to spheres, it is
why it is well-adapted to the study of “spherical” polyhedra (“usual” polyhedra with
a finite number of vertices) [28,30].
4 Realisation of metrics
4.1 Sets of Fuchsian polyhedra
We denote by P K (g, n) the set of convex Fuchsian polyhedral embeddings of a compact surface S of genus g > 1 with n vertices in M K− , modulo isotopies of S fixing
the vertices of the cellulation and modulo the isometries of M K− . More precisely, the
equivalence relation given by the isotopies is written as Eq. (2), with the difference
that h̃ is a lift of a homeomorphism h of S isotopic to the identity, such that if h t is
the isotopy (i.e. t ∈ [0, 1], h 0 = h and h 1 = id), then h t fixes the vertices of the
cellulation for all t.
Lemma 17 The set P K (g, n) in non-empty for all n > 0, g > 1, K ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.
Proof For any g > 1, K ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, it is sufficient to prove that P K (g, 1) is nonempty. In this case, starting from such an element, it suffices to take a point on a
face and consider its orbit under the action of the Fuchsian group. If we push all the
points obtained in this way out of the polyhedron sufficiently slightly, the resulting
polyhedron is still invariant by construction, and convex and space-like, as both conditions are open. We have constructed an element of P K (g, 2), and we can repeat the
procedure.
Let F be a Fuchsian group of genus g. If K ∈ {−1, 0}, let P be the boundary of the
convex hull of the orbit for the action of F of a point on O K . By Lemma 3 (P, F) is an
element of P K (g, 1). It is not hard to construct a convex Fuchsian polyhedron of the
hyperbolic space with one vertex, such that a fundamental domain for the action of the
Fuchsian group is given by one face. Then its dual provides an element of P1 (g, 1).
Let (ϕ1 , ρ1 ) and (ϕ2 , ρ2 ) be two convex Fuchsian polyhedral embeddings describS, ∀γ ∈ Γ ,
ing the same element of P K (g, n). As h is homotopic to the identity, ∀x ∈ 
we check from (2) that ρ2 (γ )(I (ϕ1 (x))) = I (ρ1 (γ )((ϕ1 (x)))). If two orientation
preserving and time orientation preserving isometries of M K− are equal on an open
set of a totally geodesic surface (a face of the Fuchsian polyhedron), then they are
equal, it follows that for all γ ∈ Γ , ρ2 (γ ) = I ◦ ρ1 (γ ) ◦ I −1 . As ρ1 and ρ2 are also
representations of Γ in PSL(2, R), it follows that they describe the same element of
the Teichmüller space of S.
Moreover, it also clear from (2) that the projections onto O K of the vertices of
two polyhedral surfaces given by equivalent embeddings are the same (up to a global
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isometry): there is a natural map S K from P K (g, n) to Tg (n), the Teichmüller space
of S with n marked points. From the proof of Lemma 17 it is easy to see that from any
Fuchsian representation and any n points on O K (in a fundamental domain), we can
build a convex Fuchsian polyhedron with n vertices: S K is surjective.
To recall an element of P K (g, n) from the data of its projection onto O K , it remains
to know the distance of the vertices from c K . This is because a convex polyhedral surface is entirely determined by the position of its vertices (as it is the boundary of the
convex hull of its vertices). Such a distance is called the height of a vertex.
Lemma 18 Take [h] ∈ Tg (n). For K ∈ {−1, 0}, S K−1 ([h]) is diffeomorphic to the
open unit ball of Rn .
Proof We will prove that S K−1 ([h]) is a contractible open subset of (R+ )n . We fix a
fundamental domain for the action of ρ(Γ ) on O K , with n marked points, which will
be the projection of the vertices of the polyhedra along the geodesics from c K (i.e. we
fix [h]). We have to find the possible heights of the vertices for the resulting invariant
polyhedral surface to be convex, that means that any vertex is outside of the convex
hull of the other vertices. This is sufficient by Lemma 3.
In the anti-de Sitter space. We consider the second Minkowski projective model
of the anti-de Sitter space, where c−1 is a point at infinity and O−1 is the unit disc in
the horizontal plane, see Sect. 2.1. In this model, the convex Fuchsian polyhedra are
polyhedral convex caps with vertices accumulating to the circle bounding O−1 . In this
case we know that the set of possible Euclidean distances from O−1 (i.e. the horizontal
plane) of the n vertices of a fundamental domain is a (non-empty) contractible open
subset of (R+ )n [10, Lemma 9].
If (a, b, z) are the Euclidean coordinates of a vertex, with z the Euclidean distance
form the horizontal plane O−1 , it is not hard to check that the anti-de Sitter distance
from c−1 of this vertex is
cot −1



z
√
1 − a 2 − b2


,

where a and b are fixed by hypothesis. The set of heights is diffeomorphic to the set
of Euclidean distance from O−1 : it is a contractible set.
In the Minkowski space. The proof for the anti-de Sitter space above says that the
set of possible anti-de Sitter distances between c−1 and the vertices of the polyhedral
surfaces for the polyhedral surface to be convex form a contractible set. And this is
always true in the Minkowski projective model, for which c−1 corresponds to the
origin. If t is such an anti-de Sitter distance a direct computation shows that the corresponding Minkowski distance is tan(t): the set of possible Minkowski heights is also
a contractible set.
Recall from Sect. 2.4 that to each element of the Teichmüller space Tg is associated a canonical hyperbolic polygon (the Z–V–C coordinates). A (small) open set of
Tg (n) is parametrised by a (small) deformation of a canonical polygon in O K and
a displacement of the marked points inside this polygon. With fixed heights for the
vertices, a small displacement of a convex Fuchsian polyhedron (corresponding to
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a path in Tg (n)), is always convex (the convexity is a property preserved by a little
displacement of the vertices) and Fuchsian (by construction).
It follows that we can endow P K (g, n) with the topology which makes it a fiber
space based on Tg (n), with fibers homeomorphic to a connected open subset of Rn ,
and as Tg (n) is a contractible manifold of dimension (6g − 6 + 2n):
Proposition 3 For K ∈ {−1, 0}, the space P K (g, n) is a contractible manifold of
dimension (6g − 6 + 3n).
For K = 1, P K (g, n) is a connected manifold of dimension (6g − 6 + 3n).
Proof It remains to prove the assertion for the de Sitter case. The description of the
manifold structure is the same than for the other topologies: P K (g, n) can be parametrised by little deformations of the canonical polygon, a little displacement of the
marked points inside it and a little variation of their heights. This space is also pathconnected: Teichmüller space is path-connected and vertices can be deplaced along a
path in Teichmüller space. Some faces can meet the boundary at infinity, but one can
always decrease all the heights by the same amount to avoid it.
Definition 4 A (generalised) triangulation of a compact surface S is a decomposition
of S by images by homeomorphisms of triangles of the Euclidean space, with possible
identification of the edges or the vertices, such that the interiors of the faces (resp. of
the edges) are disjoint.
This definition allows triangulations of the surface with only one or two vertices. For
example, take a canonical polygon and take a vertex of this polygon. Join it with the
other vertices of the polygon. By identifying the edges of the polygon, we have a
triangulation of the resulting surface with only one vertex.
A simple Euler characteristic argument gives that, if e is the number of edges of a
triangulation, g the genus of the surface and n the number of vertices:
e = 6g − 6 + 3n.
A subdivision of each faces of a convex Fuchsian polyhedron (P, F) ∈ P K (g, n) in
triangles (such that the resulting triangulation has no more vertices than the cellulation
of the polyhedron, and is invariant under the action of F) gives a triangulation denoted
by T . Let U be a small neighbourhood of P in P K (g, n). For each T we introduce
P T , which contains polyhedral surfaces having same vertices than the elements of U
together with a triangulation of same combinatoric as T (elements of P T are Fuchsian
but not necessarily convex).
We also introduce a map EP(T ) which sends each element of P T to the square of
the lengths of the edges of T in a fundamental domain of the Fuchsian group. As T
provides a triangulation of the surface S, the map EP(T ) has its values in R6g−6+3n .
Lemma 19 The map EP(T ) is a local homeomorphism around P.
Proof The map EP(T ) associates to the n vertices x1 , . . . , xn a set of (6g −g +3n) real
numbers among all the d M − ( f xi , gx j )2 , i, j = 1, . . . , n, with f, g elements of the
K

Fuchsian group. It is in particular a C 1 map. By the local inverse Theorem, Theorem D
says exactly that EP(T ) is a local homeomorphism.
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4.2 Sets of metrics
By standard methods involving Voronoi regions and Delaunay cellulations, it is known
[14,25,39] that for each constant curvature metric with conical singularities on S with
constant sign singular curvature there exists a geodesic triangulation such that the vertices of the triangulation are exactly the singular points. This allows us to see such a
metric as a gluing of (geodesic) triangles. Actually, we do not need this result, because
in the following we could consider only the metrics given by the induced metric on
convex Fuchsian polyhedra. In this case, the geodesic triangulation of the metric is
given by a triangulation of the faces of the polyhedral surface.
We introduce the following spaces of metrics:
– M(g, n) the set of Riemannian metrics on a compact surface S of genus g minus
n points. It is endowed with the following C k topology: two metrics are close if
their coefficients until those of their kth derivative in any local chart are close (we
do not care which k > 2);
− (g, n) ⊂ M(g, n) the space of metrics of curvature K on S with n coni– Cone
K

cal singularities of negative singular curvature, seen as Riemannian metrics after
removing the singular points;
−
– Cone−
K (g, n) the quotient of Cone K (g, n) by the isotopies of S minus n marked
points;
− (g, n)—the
 T —where T is a geodesic triangulation of an element of Cone
– M
K

− (g, n) which admit a geodesic triangulation
space of metrics belonging to Cone
K
homotopic to T ;
– Conf(g, n) the space of conformal structures on S with n marked points.
 T to R6g−6+3n which associates to each

We denote by E
M(T ) the map from M
 T the square of the lengths of the edges of the triangulation. The (square
element of M
of) the distance between two marked points of S is a continuous map from M(g, n)
T , E

M(T ) takes its values in an open set of R6g−6+3n : if we
to R. Around a point of M
modify slightly the lengths of the (6g − 6 + 3n) edges, the metric that we will obtain
 T , because the conditions defining a totally geodesic triangle and
will always be in M
the ones on the values of the cone-angles are open conditions.
Lemma 20 The space Cone−
−1 (g, n) is a contractible manifold of dimension (6g −
6 + 3n).
Proof Theorems of Picard–Mc Owen–Troyanov [19][42, Theorem A] say that, if
−

g > 1, there is a bijection between Cone
−1 (g, n) and Conf(g, n) × An , where An
is a contractible sets of Rn given by Gauss–Bonnet conditions (An parametrises the
values of the cone-angles).
As the Teichmüller space Tg (n) is the quotient of Conf(g, n) by the isotopies of S
minus its marked points, Cone−
−1 (g, n) is in bijection with Tg (n) × An , and this last
space is contractible. With the help of this bijection, we endow Cone−
−1 (g, n) with the
topology of Tg (n) × An .
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Lemma 21 The space Cone−
0 (g, n) is a contractible manifold of dimension (6g −
6 + 3n).
Proof A Theorem of Troyanov [41,42] says that, if g > 1, there is a bijection between
− (g, n) up to the homotheties and Conf(g, n) × B , where B is a contractible
Cone
n

0

n

sets of Rn−1 given by Gauss–Bonnet conditions (Bn parametrises the values of the
cone-angles). We endow Cone−
0 (g, n) with the topology which makes it a fiber space
based on Tg (n) × Bn with fiber R+ .
 T by the isotopies, and
Lemma 22 For K ∈ {−1, 0}, let M T be the quotient of M
EM(T ) the map induced by 
EM(T ). Then EM(T ) is a local homeomorphism from
(g,
n)
to
its
image
in R6g−6+3n .
M T ⊂ Cone−
K
 ) is a conProof For the topology given by the one of the space of metrics, EM(T
−

T
 ⊂ Cone (g, n). For the cases K ∈ {−1, 0}, we check that this
tinuous map on M
K
property is always true for the topologies given by Lemmas 20 and 21.
 T (endowed with the topology induced by
Let i T be the canonical inclusion of M
−

(g, n). For the hyperbolic case, the composition of
the one of M(g, n)) in Cone
−1

i T with the projection onto Conf(g, n) is the map which associates to each metric
its conformal structure, this is a continuous map as by definition Conf(g, n) is the
quotient of M(g, n) by the set of real-values functions on S minus its marked points.
Moreover, the composition of i T with the projection onto An is obviously continuous.
It follows that i T is continuous and injective: it is a local homeomorphism.
 T , around
It is exactly the same for the flat case, because if we fix a point m in M
− (g, n) can be written as Conf(g, n) × B × R . To conclude it remains to
it Cone
n
+
0

note that, up to the isotopies of the surface, the map E
M(T ) becomes an injective map
EM(T ) from M T to R6g−6+3n . This map takes its values in an open set of R6g−6+3n
and the dimension of Cone−
K (g, n) is (6g − 6 + 3n).
Things are not so simple for the spherical metrics, because if there exists a result
of existence of the metrics (under a Gauss–Bonnet condition), the uniqueness is not
known [42]—actually, there exists uniqueness results for some particular cases, see
[7,18,43]. For this reason, we can endow Cone−
1 (g, n) only with the topology given
by the one of M(g, n). We denote by Cone−,>2π
(g, n) the subset of Cone−
1
1 (g, n)
containing the metrics with closed contractible geodesics of lengths > 2π .
Lemma 23 The space Cone−,>2π
(g, n) is locally a manifold of dimension (6g − 6 +
1
3n).

Proof With the help of a triangulation T , using E
M(T ) as above, we get that the space
Cone−
(g,
n)
is
locally
a
manifold
of
dimension
(6g
−6+3n). Moreover, the condition
1
on the lengths of the closed contractible geodesics is an open condition [22, Theorem
6.3, Lemma 9.9].
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4.3 Final steps
We denote by I K (g, n) the map which associates to each element (P, F) of P K (g, n)
the induced metric on P/F, which is known to be an element of Cone−
K (g, n). In the
spherical case, the induced metric lies more precisely in Cone−,>2π
(g,
n).
An element
1
(g,
n)
lying
in
the
image
of
I
(g,
n)
is
said
to
be
a
realisable
metric.
of Cone−
K
K
Lemma 24 The map I K (g, n) is continuous and locally injective.
Proof The map I K (g, n) is obviously continuous. Suppose that I K (g, n) is not locally
injective. That means that there exists (P  , F  ) as close as we want from (P, F) such
that the induced metric on both are isometric. If they are sufficiently close, we can
endow them with the same triangulation T . Then they belong to the same space P T
and their image under EM(T ) have to be different by Lemma 19. On the other hand
it is obvious that
EM(T ) ◦ I K (g, n) ◦ EP(T )−1 = id,
that gives a contradiction with the fact that the induced metrics are isometric.
The map I K (g, n) is continuous and locally injective, hence it is a local homeomorphism by the invariance of domain Theorem. In the next section we will show that
I K (g, n) is proper, and as Cone−
K (g, n) is connected it follows that I K (g, n) is surjective, therefore a covering map. As Cone−
K (g, n) is simply connected and P K (g, n)
is connected, it follows that I K (g, n) is a homeomorphism.
Let Mod(n) be the quotient of the group of the homeomorphisms of S minus n
points by its subgroup of isotopies. The homeomorphism I K (g, n) gives a bijection
between the quotient of P K (g, n) by Mod(n) and the quotient of Cone−
K (g, n) by
Mod(n) for K ∈ {−1, 0}, and this is exactly the statement of parts (2) and (3) of
Theorem A.
Now it remains to prove that I1 (g, n) is a homeomorphism between P1 (g, n)
(g, n). But we do not know anything about the connectedness of
and Cone−,>2π
1
−,>2π
Cone1
(g, n): the conclusion is less straightforward than for Minkowski and
anti-de Sitter spaces. In [22,24] there is a result on a kind of “connectedness” for
(0; n), using the connectedness of a space of smooth metrics, and it is
Cone−,>2π
1
noted in [32] that the genus does not intervene in the proof. The only difference is that
in our case we must consider the metrics up to isotopies, that changes nothing.
Proposition 4 Each metric m 1 ∈ Cone−,>2π
(g, n) can be joined to a metric m 0 :=
1
I1 (g, n)(P), for a P ∈ P1 (g, n), by a continuous path (m t )t , with m t ∈ Cone−,>2π
1
(g, N ), N ≥ n, t ∈]0, 1[, and such that m t is realisable for t near 0.
Proof (Sketch of the proof) For a suitable neighbourhood of the cone points of m 0
and m 1 , it is possible to (continuously) smooth each cone point [22, 9.2] to obtain
continuous paths (m t )t , t ∈ [0, t1 ] and (m t  )t  , t  ∈ [t2 , 1], where m t1 and m t2 are
smooth metrics with curvature K ≤ 1 and lengths of contractible geodesics L > 2π
(obviously, m 0 = m 0 and m 1 = m 1 ). The space of such metrics is path-connected
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(that is proved using standard arguments [17,22,27,34]). It comes that m 0 and m 1 can
be joined by a continuous path of (smooth or with conical singularities) metrics such
that K ≤ 1 and L > 2π .
Now take a geodesic cellulation of m 0 such that the cone points are the vertices, and
subdivide each cell with as many (geodesic) triangles as necessary to each triangles
to have a diameter strictly less than a given constant δ. We denote by N the number
of vertices resulting of such a triangulation T0 . The deformation (m t )t gives a continuous family Tt of geodesic triangulations, and T1 is a geodesic triangulation of m 1 .
Afterward we replace each triangle by a spherical triangle with the same edge length,
and this gives us the announced path m t between m 0 and m 1 (this new path can be
taken very close to (m t )t , such that its cone angles remain > 2π and the lengths of its
closed contractible geodesics remain > 2π ).
It remains to prove that for t sufficiently small, m t is realisable. The triangulation of
m 0 gives a triangulation of P, and each m t , t ∈ [0, ] is obtained by pushing outward
each vertex (of the triangulation) contained inside a face of P. The way to push each
vertex is given by the change of the length of the edges of the triangulation. This
technique is also used in [2].
In the next section, we will show that I1 (g, n) is proper, and thus:
Corollary 1 The map I1 (g, n) is surjective.
Proof With the same notations than above, we already know that m t is realisable for
t ∈ [0, [. By properness of I1 (g, N ), m t is realisable for t ∈ [0, ]. By local injec(g, n) is locally an open manifold, the invariance of
tivity and the fact that Cone−,>2π
1
domain Theorem gives that the map I1 (g, N ) is open: m t is realisable for t ∈ [0,   [,
with   > , and so on. At the end, m t is realisable for t ∈ [0, 1[, and again by
properness of I1 (g, N ), m 1 is realisable.
The following way to conclude that I1 (g, n) is a homeomorphism is proposed in
(g, n) and that
[32]. We know that I1 (g, n) is a covering on the entire Cone−,>2π
1
P1 (g, n) is connected. To conclude that I1 (g, n) is a homeomorphism, it remains to
check that each fiber contains only one element. This is equivalent to prove that the cov(g, n),
ering of a loop is a loop, using a kind of “simple connectedness” of Cone−,>2π
1
and this is given by a straightforward adaptation of Proposition 4:
(g, n) there exists a disc D ⊂ Cone−,>2π
Proposition 5 For each c : S1 → Cone−,>2π
1
1
(g, N ), N ≥ n, t ∈]0, 1[, such that ∂ D = c(S1 ).
Note that we know now that all the metrics involved in this lemma are realisable.
Proof (Sketch of the proof) The proof is step by step the same as for Proposition 4,
using the fact that the space of smooth metrics with curvature ≤ 1 and lengths of
contractible geodesics > 2π is simply connected — that is proved using standard
arguments [17,22,27,34].
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5 Properness
We will use the following characterisation of a proper map: I K (g, n) is proper if,
for each sequence (Pk )k in P K (g, n) such that the sequence (gk )k converges in
−
Cone−
K (g, n) (with gk := I K (g, n)(Pk )) to g∞ ∈ Cone K (g, n), then (Pk )k converges in P K (g, n) (may be up to the extraction of a sub-sequence). For K = 1, we
(g, n) instead of Cone−
consider Cone−,>2π
1
1 (g, n).
We denote by dk the restriction to Pk of the distance from c K . We always denote by
p K the orthogonal projection onto O K , and (ϕk , ρk ) is the embedding of the surface
S corresponding to Pk . Let denote by γk a geodesic on Pk given by an element of the
fundamental group of S or a geodesic between two vertices, and by lk the length of
γk . By convergence of the sequence of induced metrics, lk is bounded from above and
below for all k. We denote these bounds by lmin ≤ lk ≤ lmax . Note that this argument
will avoid the collapsing of singular points. We will suppose that the geodesics γk (t)
are parametrised by the arc-length, i.e. gk (γk (t), γk (t)) = 1.
For each M K− , we call u k the restriction of a coordinate function to Pk , that is
⎧1
K = 0;
⎨ 2 (dk )2 ,
u k := cos(dk ), K = −1;
⎩
cosh(dk ), K = 1.

(5)

Lemma 25 For K ∈ {0, 1}, for each k, for each geodesic γ (t) on Pk , (u k ◦ γ ) has
a positive jump at its singular points (which correspond to points where γ (t) crosses
an edge of Pk ).
Proof Consider an edge e of Pk . We denote by f 1 and f 2 its adjacent faces, and we
look at a geodesic γ (t) (for the induced metric) on f 1 ∪ f 2 . We denote by γi the part
of γ which lies on f i , and t0 is such that γ (t0 ) ∈ e. We denote by γ 1 the prolongation
of γ1 on the plane containing the face f 1 . Let d be the distance from c K . The graph of
d ◦ γ 1 is smooth, and, until t0 , the graph of d ◦ γ is also smooth.
At t0 , d ◦ γ2 and d ◦ γ 1 have the same value, and as Pk is convex and c K lies in
the concave side of Pk , from t0 d ◦ γ2 is greater than d ◦ γ 1 , that means that the jump
of (d ◦ γ ) at t0 is positive. As the geodesic lies on Pk , we can write that the jump
of (dk ◦ γ ) at t0 is positive, and as the functions involved in (5) are increasing for
K ∈ {0, 1}, this is true for (u k ◦ γ ) .
Lemma 26 For all k, the distance dk is uniformly bounded from below by a strictly
positive constant.
Proof [32] We see a sequence of (closure of) fundamental domains on Pk for the
action of ρk (Γ ) as a sequence (Dk )k of convex isometric space-like embeddings of
the disc, with n singular points. Each Dk must stay out of the light-cone of its vertices
by Lemma 5, and inside the light-cone of c K . It follows that if a vertex xk goes to c K ,
then the Dk will be in an arbitrarily neighborhood of a light-cone for k sufficiently
large. But this is impossible: a light-cone (without its vertex) is a smooth surface, and
it cannot be approximate by polyhedral surfaces with a fixed number of vertices.
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Lemma 27 If the projection of the Pk onto a space-like surface N at constant distance from c K is a dilating function, then the associated sequence of representations
converges.
Proof The curvature of the induced metric on N is constant and strictly negative. For
each k, ρk (Γ ) acts on N , and the quotient is isometric to a hyperbolic metric (up to a
homothety) on the compact surface S. We denote by h k this hyperbolic metric on S.
By hypothesis, the induced metrics gk on Pk converge to g∞ . For k sufficiently
large, there exists a constant c such that gk ≥ c1 g∞ . As the surface is compact, there
exists a constant c such that c1 g∞ ≥ 1c h 0 . And as the projection is dilating, we have,
if Lg (γ ) is the length of the geodesic corresponding to γ ∈ π1 (S) for the metric g:
Lh k (γ ) ≥ Lgk (γ ) ≥

1
Lh (γ ),
c 0

and Lemma 8 leads to the conclusion.
Lemma 28 Up to extract a subsequence, if the sequence of representation (ρk )k converges and the height of at least one vertex is bounded from above, then the sequence
(Pk )k = (ϕk , ρk )k converges in P K (g, n).
Proof We first check that the positions of the vertices (i.e. (ϕk )k ) converge. As the
Fuchsian embeddings are defined up to global isometries and as we suppose that they
lie inside the future-cone of c K , up to compose on the left by a sequence of isometries
of the future-cone of c K , we can consider that there exists a vertex xk ∈ Pk which
always remains on the same geodesic from c K . As the representations converge, for
k sufficiently large, all the vertices (in a fundamental domain) are contained inside a
cone, built with the images of xk under the action of generators of the fundamental
group of the surface.
We can consider that the heights which are bounded from above are those of xk .
For each k, consider the convex hull Ck of xk together with the orbits of xk under the
action of the Fuchsian group. By hypothesis, these convex hulls converge to a convex
polyhedral surface C. As Pk is convex and as c K lies in the concave side of Pk , all the
vertices of Pk must lie in the same side of C than c K . It follows that the heights of all
the vertices are bounded from above, and also from below by Lemma 26. It follows
that the vertices (for a fundamental domain) are contained inside a truncated cone,
that is a compact domain.
It follows that the sequence (Pk )k converges to a polyhedron P invariant under the
action of a Fuchsian group of genus g, which must be convex with n vertices as the
Pk are convex and as sequence of the induced metrics converges. It remains to check
that P is space-like, as some faces could become light-like. In Minkowski and anti-de
Sitter cases, P is space-like by Lemma 3. In the de Sitter case, it is known that if one
face becomes light-like, then a geodesic of length 2π bounding a hemisphere appears
in the limit metric [22], that is impossible as the metrics are supposed to converge in
(g, n).
Cone−,>2π
1
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5.1 Properness in the anti-de Sitter space
In Ω−1 , the anti-de Sitter metric can be written sin2 (t)canH2 − dt 2 , where t is the
distance to c−1 and canH2 the hyperbolic metric. In the projective model for which c−1
is sent to infinity, all the Pk lie above O−1 (Lemma 1), this means that the projection
onto O−1 is dilating and by Lemma 27, the sequence of representations associated to
the Pk converges. Moreover, in this model, the heights of the vertices are bounded,
as all the Pk lie below the surface realising the minimum of the distance to c−1 and
above the horizontal plane. Lemma 28 leads to the conclusion.
5.2 Properness in the de Sitter space
Almost of this part was done in [32].
Lemma 29 The sequence of the representations associated to (Pk )k converges (up to
extract a subsequence).
Proof Let γ be an element of the fundamental group of S as in Lemma 9. At this
γ corresponds a minimising geodesic γk (t) on Pk between a point ϕk (x) ∈ Pk and
ϕk (γ x) ∈ Pk . We denote by L k the length of the projection of γk (t) onto O1 . If
we prove that L k is bounded from above for all k, then Lemma 9 will lead to the
conclusion.
We denote by gk the induced metric on Pk , which can be written:
gk = sinh2 (dk )canH2 − ddk2
that leads to
gk = (u 2k − 1)canH2 −

du 2k
u 2k − 1

,

it follows that we can compute:
lk

canH2 (dp1 (γk (t)), dp1 (γk (t)))dt

Lk =
0
lk



=

u 2k (t) − 1

0
lk



0
lk



=

=
0

gk (γk (t), γk (t))

+

du 2k (γ  (t))
(u 2k (t) − 1)2

dt

u 2
1
k (t)
dt
+
2
2
u k (t) − 1 (u k (t) − 1)2
1
u 2k (t) − 1

+ (cotanh−1 (u k (t)) )2 dt
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lmax

≤
0
lmax

≤
0

≤

1

1
dt +
2
u k (t) − 1

lmax
u 20

+ (cotanh−1 (u k (t)) )2 dt

u 2k (t) − 1

−1

lmax

|(cotanh−1 (u k (t))) |dt
0

lmax

|(cotanh−1 (u k (t))) |dt

+
0

(we have used the fact that u k is bounded from below by u 0 > cosh(0) = 1,
Lemma 26).
It remains to check that the variation of cotanh−1 (u k ) over [0, lmax ] is bounded from
above by a constant which does not depend on k. For this, we can decompose [0, lmax ]
into a finite number of subsets of the form [x, y], where x is a local minimum (of u k )
and y a local maximum, which immediately follows x in the list of local extrema, and
into a finite number of subsets of the form [y, x], where y is a local maximum and x
a local minimum, which immediately follows y in the list of local extrema.
First we consider a subset of the kind [x, y], where x is a local minimum and y a
local maximum, which immediately follows x in the list of local extrema. We want to
study the variation
y

|(cotanh−1 (u k (s))) |ds = |cotanh−1 (u k (x)) − cotanh−1 (u k (y))|.

(6)

x

There exists a brutal overestimation which is:
|cotanh−1 (u k (x)) − cotanh−1 (u k (y))| ≤ cotanh−1 (u 0 ),
but it is not satisfying: as the number of subsets in the decomposition of [0, lmax ]
actually depends on k, the bound may become very large together with k. We will use
the above bound only in the case |y − x| ≥ π/4, and we will compute another bound
in the other case (the term π/4 has no particular role, the important thing is that the
other case verifies |y − x| < π/2).
As y is a local maximum, together with Lemma 25, we have u k (y) = 0.
We also know that, if f is the restriction to a pseudo-sphere of a linear form (and
u k are such functions) then Hess( f ) = − f g, where g is the induced metric on the
pseudo-sphere [12, Ex. 2.65,b]. It gives that u k = −u k on the regular points, and,
again by Lemma 25, the derivative has a positive jump at the singular points. With
these facts, it is easy to check that, for s ∈ [x, y],
u k (y) ≥ u k (s) ≥ u k (y) cos(y − s),
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and with this we compute
u k (y)

|cotanh

−1

(u k (x)) − cotanh

−1

(u k (y))| ≤
u k (x)

dt
t2 − 1

u k (y) − u k (x)
u k (x)2 − 1


1
u k (x)
−1
≤
u k (x)2 − 1 cos(y − x)

≤

≤ 4(y − x)2
≤

u k (x)
u k (x)2 − 1

4(y − x)2 u 0
.
u 20 − 1

The bound is the same in the case where a local minimum immediately follows a
local maximum, by the symmetry in Eq. (6). At the end we have the wanted bound:
lmax

|(cotanh−1 (u k (t))) dt| ≤
0

2
4lmax (cotanh−1 (u 0 ) − 1) 4u 0 lmax
+ 2
.
π
u0 − 1

Lemma 30 The heights of the vertices converge.
Proof We want to prove that the height of no vertex of the Pk goes to infinity. It is
known that in this case the sequence of induced metrics will converge to a metric
having a geodesic of length 2π [22,32], that is impossible as the induced metrics are
(g, n).
supposed to converge in Cone−,>2π
1
The conclusion follows from Lemma 28.
5.3 Properness in the Minkowski space
Lemma 31 The sequence of the representations associated to (Pk )k converges (up to
extract a subsequence).
Proof We will prove it as it had be done for Lemma 29. We take back the same
notations as given in the first lines of the proof of this lemma.
It is easy to check that the induced metric gk on Pk can be written:
gk = u k canH2 −

du 2k
,
uk
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it follows that we can compute:
lk

canH2 (dp0 (γk (t)), dp0 (γk (t)))dt

Lk =
0
lk



0
lk



=

=

gk (γk (t), γk (t)) du 2k (γk (t))
+
dt
u k (t)
u 2k (t)
1
+
u k (t)

0
lmax

≤
0
lmax

≤
0



1
+
u k (t)

u k (t)
u k (t)



2

u k (t)
u k (t)

dt
2
dt

  
 u (t) 
1
+  k  dt.
√
u k (t)
u k (t)

(7)

As u k is bounded from below by u 0 > 0 (Lemma 26), we get
lmax
Lk ≤ √ +
u0

lmax

|(ln(u k (t)) |dt,
0

and it remains to check that the variation of ln(u k (t)) over [0, lmax ] is bounded from
above by a constant which does not depend on k.
We introduce the same decomposition of [0, lmax ] than for the de Sitter case: we
decompose [0, lmax ] into a finite number of subsets of the form [x, y], where x is a
local minimum (of u k ) and y a local maximum, which immediately follows x in the
list of local extrema, and into a finite number of subsets of the form [y, x], where y is
a local maximum and x a local minimum, which immediately follows y in the list of
local extrema.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that u 0 > 1. First we consider a subset of the
kind [y, x], where x is a local minimum and y a local maximum, which immediately
follows x in the list of local extrema. We want to study the variation
x

|(ln(u k (t))) |dt = ln(u k (y)) − ln(u k (x)).

(8)

y

By Lemma 25, u k (y) = 0. Furthermore, u k = −1 on the regular points (u k is
defined as (half) minus the squared norm, its Hessian is minus the bilinear form).
Moreover, u k has a positive jump at certain points. From these facts, it is easy to check
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that, for s ∈ [0, x − y]:
u k (y + s) ≥ u k (y) −

s2
,
2

in particular,
u k (y) − u k (x) ≤

(x − y)2
.
2

From this we compute
u k (y)

ln(u k (y)) − ln(u k (x)) ≤
u k (x)

u k (y) − u k (x)
(x − y)2
dt
≤
≤
.
t
u k (x)
2u 0

(9)

The bound is the same in the case where a local maximum immediately follows a
local minimum, by the symmetry in Eq. (8). It implies that
lmax

|(ln(u k (t))) |dt ≤
0

(lmax )2
.
2u 0

Lemma 32 The height of at least one vertex converges.
Proof From (7) and (9) we can write:
lmax
(lmax )2
Lk ≤ √
+
,
2mink
mink
where mink is, for each k, the minimum of the u k (x), where x is a local minimum for
the restriction of u k to γk (it may be not unique). If the height of no vertex is bounded,
mink will become big when k is large, and L k will be close to 0. But all the L k (built
for each γ ∈ π1 (S)) cannot be arbitrarily close to 0, because if it is, the area of a
fundamental domain on H2 for the action of the Fuchsian representations will be close
to 0, that is impossible by the Gauss–Bonnet Formula.
The conclusion follows from Lemma 28.
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